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Introduction
Werewolves! We can’t get enough of them.
More than any other movie monster in popular
culture we continue to return to the classic image
of a cursed man who runs wild under the full
moon’s light.

The myth of the werewolf is one of mankind’s
oldest legends. The ancient Greeks told the story
of how Zeus cursed Lycaon to spend his days as
a wolfish man because of his pride. We still use
the term lycanthropy, taken from Lycaon’s
name, to refer to the cursed condition. Other
cultures throughout Europe and Asia tell of the
legends of men turning into beasts and the
terrible carnage that follows their transformation.
So it is with great pleasure that we can share
with you a werewolf sub-faction for the SS: The
Kaminski Brigade. The Kaminski Brigade and
the Russian National Liberation Army (RONA)
were a real force of butchers, but in the alternate
history of AE-WWII they have become
something much more terrible. In this issue of
OTW you will find:

· The background and history of the
cursed brigade,

· The units available to the list,
· A brief write-up of tactics using the

werewolves,
· Some conversion tips,

Included in this issue is the much awaited BANE
list for AE-Bounty too! We decided that the
BANE were certainly appropriate for Halloween
and that Bounty needed some space critters in
time for the holiday.

Let us know what you think about these lists on
the forums. Be sure to post pictures of your
converted units as well.

Also, we’d like you tell us what you think of
Over the Wire in general. We’re experimenting
with adding more content to the issues. We’d
like to capture some of the better discussions and
rules errata on the forum too. We want this
magazine to be something of value to the players
and hobbyists interested in our games and
miniatures.

Happy Halloween!

The DarksonDesigns Crew

AE-WWII: Stragglers

The Stragglers special order is too powerful
written the way it is in the AE-WWII Core
Rulebook. It is especially limiting against
vehicle and tank detachments. We are going to
develop a new special order that applies only to
vehicles and tanks. This will be more fun for
players who like using vehicles in their games
and will not take away the point of bringing a
tank in a tank detachment. The text of the
Stragglers special order is changed to the
following:

New Special Order! Stragglers

Before the game begins, choose an enemy unit.
The selection does not deploy as usual, instead, it
has been delayed in reaching the battlefield. The
unit cannot come into play on the first turn, but
there is a chance of it coming onto the board on
subsequent turns. The list below describes how
to see if a unit affected by Stragglers comes into
play:

Turn 1: Affected Unit is not in Play.
Turn 2: Affected Unit comes into play on a 4+.
Turn 3: Affected Unit automatically comes into
play.

The affected unit can activate normally on the
turn it comes into play. A unit may only be
affected by one Stragglers special order per
game. This special order may only be selected
once. This special order does not apply to vehicle
or tank units.

AE-Bounty: Weapon Harness

Rules question: A weapon with Cumbersome
can't fire in the same turn that its user moves,
assuming he's strength 4 or less. Move & Fire
lets you (obviously) move and shoot in the same
action. If I put an Articulated Weapon Harness
on a Cumbersome weapon, which rule takes
precedence, since they more or less directly
contradict one another?

Answer: The articulated weapon harness
removes cumbersome from a heavy weapon. It
does not make a heavy weapon move and fire.

rratase
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One of the most terrifying elements within the
arcane arsenal of the SS has been the bestial
werewolves. Derived from an obscene magical
ointment discovered by Karl Maria Wesithor, the
secret of creating werewolves has brought a tide
of massacre and horror across Europe. With the
ointment only effective on men who ‘already
have the wolf inside’ – that is men of low moral
and ethical character already prone to violence,
the SS commonly deploys their werewolves in
small numbers. However, as the war situation
worsens for the Axis, Himmler has ordered that
options for deploying werewolves in a more
wholesale fashion be investigated. Hitler, already
obsessed with wolves and wolf-imagery, has
gleefully supported measures to employ these
mass units of werewolves as his personal
‘vengeance soldiers’.

So far, two werewolf brigades have been
developed by the Germans. The first, the SS-
Werwolf-Sturmbrigade Kaminski, has evolved
from early experiments with non-German troops
while the second, the SS-Werwolf-Sturmbrigade
Dirlewanger, is composed of Germans and non-
Germans alike. These two brigades have forged
gruesome reputations for themselves and a
catalogue of atrocities that has made them
infamous among the Allies. Many Axis
commanders refuse to allow these units to assist
in their operations: Sepp Dietrich excoriated
Himmler when the Reichsfuehrer suggested
attaching the Dirlewanger Brigade to the 1st

Waffen-SS Army when it was formed for
operations in the Middle East. German troops on
the Eastern Front have been known to hold their
fire when the Kaminski Brigade engages the
enemy, hoping the Soviets will settle their wolf
problem for them.

SS-Werwolf-Sturmbrigade Kaminski

Born in St. Petersburg in 1903 to a Polish father
and German mother, Bronislav Vladislavovich
Kaminski fought in the Red Army during the
Russian Civil War. After the war, he served as a
chemical engineer. As a foreign-born
intellectual, Kaminski was considered to be of
suspect loyalty and became a victim of the Great
Purge. He was imprisoned at a Sharashka near
Belarus in 1937. In 1941, Kaminski was released
and sent to the rural Lokot area.

Kaminski would still be in Lokot when the
German army invaded the Soviet Union in late
1941. Having every reason to hold the
Communists in contempt after the way he had
been betrayed, Kaminski approached the
Germans and offered to assist them in
establishing a co-operative civil administration
and local police force within the Lokot area. The
result was the establishment of the Lokot
Autonomy, a Russian-led puppet state controlled
by the Germans and led by Ivan Konstantin
Voskobnikov, founder of the Narodnaya
Socialisticheskaya Partiya (Russian National
Socialist Party) and the appointed mayor of
Lokot.

Almost instantly, the SS began expressing an
interest in the Lokot Autonomy, and in its small
militia. Charged with anti-partisan duties, the
tiny Lokot militia at first numbered a few
hundred men, serving as an auxiliary police force
alongside German police units. Plagued by the
activities of Soviet partisans, the Lokot
Autonomy was soon coerced into allowing the
SS to perform experiments upon their militia.
Among the 200 men of the Lokot Militia, the
three Krieghexen dispatched to the area were
surprised to find a high number of men receptive
to the werewolf ointment. From the initial force
of 200 men, no less than fifteen werewolves
were created. Surprisingly, one of the men who
successfully reacted to the sorcerous ointment
was Bronislav Kaminski himself.

Boasting such a large number of werewolves in
their ranks, the Lokot Militia became the bane of
Soviet partisans. The enhanced senses of the
werewolves allowed the militia to track
saboteurs and assassins back to their hiding
places in the forests and marshes of Lokot. Entire
bands of partisans and guerrillas were
annihilated by Kaminski’s vicious force, the
dismembered bodies of those who fell to the
werewolves often left strewn about the
countryside as a warning to others.

On January 8th, 1942, shortly after the formation
of the Lokot Militia, Voskobnikov was killed in
an attack by partisans led by Alexander
Nikolayevich Saburov. While many of
Voskobnikov’s closest advisors were killed in
the Soviet attack against the Lokot town hall.
One of the few men to escape during the assault
was Kaminski. Transforming into a werewolf, he
was able to tear his way through the partisans
and escape into the streets of Lokot.
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In the aftermath of Voskobnikov’s assassination,
the SS pressed for the appointment of Kaminski
as new starosta of Lokot. With the collusion of
the SS, Kaminski began a rapid expansion of the
Lokot militia. After only a few months, the
original force of 200 men had grown to almost
1500 troops, over a hundred of their number
becoming werewolves. Kaminski equipped his
small army with scavenged weapons and
vehicles abandoned on the battlefields of the
Oryol Oblast, as well as supplemental arms
grudgingly supplied by the German military.

During this period of expansion, the Lokot
Militia continued to engage in atrocities against
the civilian populace, torturing and murdering
throughout the Lokot Autonomy under the
auspices of rooting out pro-Soviet partisans. So
extreme were the brutal methods of Kaminski’s
troops that formal protests were made by
German commanders and in several instances
German soldiers engaged in violent skirmishes
against their vicious allies.

While Kaminski continued to expand his own
power and the size of his personal army,
Alexander Saburov aggravated his own partisan
operations in the Lokot Autonomy. So
devastating were the attacks of the Soviet
partisans on Wehrmacht supply-lines that a
major operation was finally launched to crush the
resistance once and for all. Operation Vogelsang
would see the first joint deployment of the Lokot
Militia and regular German and Hungarian
military. From June until October, the
werewolves of the Lokot Militia acted as guides
and scouts for Kampfgruppe Gilsa II. Because of
the supernatural abilities of Kaminski’s
werewolves, Saburov’s partisans were dealt a
devastating string of defeats, leaving over two-
thousand dead and another thousand wounded
and captured. Saburov himself, whose earlier
partisan efforts had caused him to be made a
Hero of the Soviet Union, was able to escape the
general destruction, slipping into the Ukraine to
organize a new partisan movement there.

Following Operation Vogelsang, Kaminski was
rewarded with expanded territories and allowed
to increase the size of his personal army. Now
calling his force the Russkaya Osvoboditelnaya
Narodnaya Armiya – the Russian National
Liberation Army, or RONA. As well as
inducting conscripts from the villages and towns
under his control, Kaminski’s force was swollen

with Soviet POWs, men especially selected by
the SS for their propensity towards werewolfism.
By January of 1943, RONA numbered almost
10,000 men, including among it over 1000
werewolves.

The depredations of Kaminski’s werewolves
within the Lokot Autonomy resulted in a reign of
terror within the region that recalled the horrors
of the Dark Ages. RONA troops would
indiscriminately prey upon the farmers and
peasants of the oblast, murdering and often
devouring entire families when their thirst for
blood could not be sated on the battlefield. The
tales of horror coming from Lokot outraged the
OKH, but despite appeals to Hitler, nothing was
done to constrain Kaminski and his marauding
soldiers. The quiet support of the SS and the
determination by Karl Maria Weisthor to see the
experiment through to its end ensured that
RONA would continue to expand.

Saburov returned to the Oryol Oblast for the
express purpose of killing the Russian traitor and
murdering monster who had visited such
atrocities upon the people of Lokot.
Accompanied by a team of NKVD psi-
commandos, Saburov organized the scattered
partisans and led them in a series of attacks
against Kaminski. These assassinations were
always thwarted by the tyrant and his bodyguard
of werewolves. Like a medieval despot,
Kaminski took a perverse delight in hanging the
bodies of his would-be killers from the lamp-
posts of Lokot and the windows of his
headquarters.

RONA took part in anti-partisan activities during
the build-up for Operation Citadel, finding itself
pitted against Saburov’s fighters and a
considerable number of operatives from the
NKVD psi-bureau. While the German Army was
engaged in the mammoth Battle of Kursk,
fighting for its very survival against Marshal
Zhukov’s Red Army forces, the entire Lokot
Autonomy broke out in open rebellion. Over the
months since his appointment as leader of the
Lokot region, Kaminski had steadily increased
his independence from his German overlords.
Now he would reap the bitter fruit of his grasp
for power.

At this stage, RONA numbered over 12,000
men. Arrayed against them were some 60,000
partisans and Red Army infiltrators. Only a
handful of German liaisons and railroad security
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troops remained in the region, leaving RONA to
largely fight its own battles. Under pressure from
the vengeful people of Oryol Oblast, Kaminski’s
militia began to disintegrate. Mass desertions
took place, some of the Russian soldiers even
turning on Kaminski and his werewolves and
joining the partisans against him.

The situation began to collapse rapidly, getting
so bad that when Major Tarasov, the commander
of the 2nd Regiment of RONA threatened to join
the partisans, Kaminski himself drove out to the
regimental headquarters. Transforming into a
werewolf, Kaminski disembowelled the
rebellious officer before his entire command, and
then proceeded to slaughter eight of Tarasov’s
adjutants with his bare hands.

Finally accepting the arguments of his generals
that Kaminski was too unbalanced to control the
Lokot region and that his atrocities against the
people of the oblast were only making the
partisan problem worse, Hitler ordered the
absolution of the Lokot Autonomy. Control of
the area was transferred to the German Army,
who would work with elements of Vlasov’s
Russian Liberation Army for months to quell
Subarov’s partisans and restore some level of
stability to the area.

Kaminski and the men of RONA were evacuated
from Lokot and transferred to Lepel in the
Vitebsk region, where the werewolves would see
extensive use against the partisans operating in
the area. Briefly re-designated the ‘Wolfsheer
Brigade’, they would remain in this area for
many months, participating in further anti-
partisan campaigns alongside regular Waffen-SS
units and even operating alongside the SS-
Werwolf-Sturmbrigade Dirlewanger. In the
course of their activities, some 15,000 partisans
were tracked down and killed by the werewolves
and their support elements.

In June, 1944, the Wolfsheer Brigade was
formally absorbed into the Waffen-SS, receiving
the designation of SS-Werwolf-Sturmbrigade
Kaminski. Kaminski himself was given the rank
of Waffen-Brigadefuehrer der SS. Pleased with
the viciousness of Kaminski’s unit and the terror
his troops provoked in the areas where they
operated, Himmler authorized the expansion of
the unit into the Waffen-Werwolf-Division der
SS (Russische Nr. 1), intending to use the
expanded unit as a counterbalance to Andrey

Vlasov’s ROA and to draw away potential
recruits to the ROA.

Himmler’s plans would be upset in August,
1944, when the Polish Underground Government
initiated a mass uprising in Warsaw against the
occupying Germans. Determined to punish the
Poles for their defiance, Himmler personally
ordered both the Kaminski and Dirlewanger
Brigades dispatched to the city.

Even by the standards of the SS, the results were
nothing short of horrific. The werewolves struck
the city less as a military force than a horde of
howling monsters. Any organized plan of attack
quickly disintegrated as the crazed werewolves
broke into homes to slaughter the inhabitants,
running amok through the streets in search of
prey. The human auxiliaries of the two units,
themselves drawn from the most degenerate and
lawless elements of society, quickly deserted
their units to engage in a frenzy of rape and
pillage. In several instances, German police units
found themselves fighting not against the
soldiers of the Polish Underground State but
against the berserk men of the Kaminski and
Dirlewanger Brigades.

Himmler’s grand experiment became a scandal.
The berserk activities of the Kaminski and
Dirlewanger Brigades could not be as effectively
covered-up in Warsaw as they had in remote
corners of occupied Russia. Moreover, the fact
that these units had turned upon other German
troops went beyond what was acceptable even to
the SS.

Because the Dirlewanger Brigade had confined
its activities more in the region of murder than
plunder, and because it was argued the high
losses suffered by the unit made it obvious they
had done their share of the fighting, they were
simply reprimanded and redeployed to France.
The fate of the Kaminski Brigade, however, was
to be different. The Russians had engaged in
wholesale looting, leaving Warsaw with entire
trucks filled with stolen jewellery and valuables.
Reports of drunken Russians ignoring military
objectives in order to rob homes and shops
further incensed Himmler against Kaminski. In a
fury, he gave the order for the unit to be
disbanded and Kaminski executed.

Only the intervention of Karl Maria Weisthor
saved Kaminski from execution. Himmler’s
hierophant argued that the werewolf experiment
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had been a success – they simply could not
expect monsters to fight like men. As an
instrument of terror, Kaminski and his fighters
were too valuable to throw away. Moreover, with
their notorious record already well-established,
who could really be surprised if the werewolves
were to accidentally turn upon Andrey Vlasov
and his men if they should happen to be
deployed in the same area?

Seeing the possibility of eliminating both of his
Russian problems, Himmler authorized the
transfer of the Kaminski Brigade to the Eastern
Front in late September, 1944. Now deployed in
the Ukraine, Kaminski found himself engaged
against his old enemy Alexander Saburov and
his partisans. At the same time, true to
Weisthor’s predictions, the werewolves were
also frequently at odds with the men of the ROA,
ostensibly their comrades in arms.

As the war proceeds into 1946, the Kaminski
Brigade has been reduced in numbers to only
3,000 men. However, these numbers are
misleading: over half of the troops in the
Kaminski Brigade are werewolves, giving the
unit a fighting strength well-beyond their paper
strength.

Gone now are Bronislav Kaminski’s dreams of
power and glory. In their stead are only the
bitterness of failure and the vengeful hunger of
an inhuman monster.

Bronislav Kaminksi in the field.

Russian SS troops in Warsaw.
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Kaminski Brigade Unit Selections

Werewolf Pack Leader
Veteran Supernatural Being (Individual)
Composition: 1 Werewolf Officer
Equipment: MP40, Pistol, Grenades

Only in the feral organization of the KaminskiBrigade would
the blood-crazed madmen who are endowed with the ability to
become werewolves rise to positions of power and
authority. The officers who lead the hunting packs of the
Kaminski Brigade are all werewolves, bestial Pack Leaders
who drive their minions, human and werewolf alike, with a
fierce ruthlessness that often erupts into homicidal fits of
mindless slaughter. Bronislav Kaminski has recruited his
inner circle of officers with an instinct for finding men who,
like himself, were already monsters long before the SS gave
them the secret of changing their shape. Uniquely mixing the
worst aspects of man and monster, the Pack Leaders retain
most of their human intelligence when they shift form (or
it might be argued, they retain the wolf’s appetite for blood
when in their human state), and are capable of using weapons
while in wolf-form.

M – 5 RC – 5+ CC – 4 A – 3 S – 4 DR – 5 W – 3

Special Rules: Command
Every Man Counts
Impervious (5+)
Sure-footed
Unnatural Presence (6)
Vulnerable (Fire)
Vulnerable (Holy)

Monstrous Master – The Pack Leader is able to employ
Command after the fashion of normal officers and leaders.
However, these savage beasts tend to drive their troops
through fear rather than discipline. As such, there is a chance
the violent instincts of this creature will become
uncontrollable and it will lash out at the very troops it is trying
to lead. Anytime the Pack Leader uses its Command ability, it
must pass a DR test of its own. If it fails, the Pack Leader
will attempt to attack the models it was trying to use
Command on exactly as if it had gone Berserk. The Pack
Leader will only experience Berserk for the remainder of the
activation and reverts to normal at the start of its next
activation.

Wolf Master – Although a Pack Leader is a Supernatural
Being, he may be freely taken by any Detachment with at least
a 50% composition (rounding up) of Russian SS troops. A
Veteran Pack Leader allows two Supernatural Being
selections, which must be either Werewolves or Wolfchen. An
Elite Pack Leader allows three Supernatural Being selections,
which must be either Werewolves or Wolfchen.

Options: The individual’s Training Level can be increased to
Elite. The individual may be designated a Hero. The
individual may exchange his MP40 for a StG45.

Using the Kaminski Brigade in AE-WWII

Axis players who want a different style of play
may consider fielding a detachment based upon
the infamous SS-Werwolf-Sturmbrigade
Kaminski. The Kaminski Brigade is notorious
both for their savagery and their undependability.
Players commanding such a detachment have
access to a unique mixture of strengths and
weaknesses in the faction.

The Kaminski Brigade is an official sub-faction
for AE-WWII and is legal to use in competitive
play. When fielding a Kaminski Brigade
detachment, players can always select a
Werewolf Pack Leader as one of their options,
whether or not a Supernatural Being slot is
available to the detachment. Choosing a
Werewolf Pack Leader will allow players to field
additional werewolf units. The following units
from the AE-WWII Occult Expansion are faction
units of the Kaminski Brigade when building a
detachment: Werewolf, Waffen-SS Conscripts,
Waffen-SS Conscript Heavy Weapon Team.
Note that due to their vulnerability to fire, the
werewolf leaders of the Kaminski Brigade will
never allow any flame-throwers or Molotov
cocktails to be issued to their troops.

The Kaminski Brigade may only choose allies
from the SS and German Wehrmacht. The
villainous reputation of the werewolves,
however, ensures that such allied troops are
always looking over their shoulders, watchful for
any sign of treachery. Any Support or Infantry
unit taken from an allied list will have its DR
reduced by 1 (-1 DR) at the start of the game to
reflect their uneasiness about fighting beside the
Kaminski Brigade. In multiple detachment
games, a player can only field a single Kaminski
Brigade detachment because of the rarity of the
werewolves and officers in the Brigade.
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Wolfchen
Regular Supernatural Being (Squad)
Composition: 2 Wolf-men
Equipment: PPSh-41, Grenades

‘Wolfchen,’ or ‘little wolves’ are men who have
not fully made the transition into werewolf.
Some ‘defect’ in their flesh or spirit has made the
werewolf ointment only partially take hold. The
resulting creatures, while endowed with
enhanced strength and speed, lack the full brutal
power of a true werewolf. Resembling savage,
hair-covered men with brutish faces, the
Wolfchen are employed as brutal shock troops
by the Kaminski Brigade, their animalistic
appetite for blood usually making them more
dependable than the fully human soldiers
fighting alongside them.

M – 4 RC – 5+ CC – 3 A – 3 S – 3 DR – 4 W – 2

Special Rules: Every Man Counts
Impervious (6)
Berserk
Unnatural Presence (3)
Vulnerable (Holy)

Options: The squad’s Training Level can be increased to
Veteran.

SS Werewolf der Kaminski
Regular Supernatural Being
Composition: 1 Werewolf
Equipment: Claws and a Bad Attitude

Like other horrors from legend, the Schwarz
Sonne has unlocked the secrets of lycanthropy,
turning many willing soldiers into werewolves.
These beasts stalk among the shadows on the
battlefield. They sow terror ahead of the regular
SS forces, rushing forward to drag helpless prey
to their deaths. The werewolves of the Kaminski
Brigade know their own and will not turn on
their damned brethren. But these terrible
creatures must be tightly controlled, lest they
turn on other allies in a berserk rage.

M – 5 RC – CC – 4 A – 3 S – 4 Dr – 4 W – 2

Special Rules:
Berserk
Hidden Deployment
Sure-Footed
Unnatural Presence
Impervious (5+)
Vulnerable (Fire, Holy)

Feral: When a living model is removed from the
game by a werewolf in close combat roll a D6. If
the result is greater than the werewolf’s current
Drive, the werewolf loses itself in a frenzy of
bloodlust. The werewolf must spend its next AP,
during the current activation or the next,
attacking the dead body. The werewolf will only
spend a single AP attacking the dead body.

Blood Loyalty: A berserk werewolf in the
Kaminski Brigade will not attack a friendly
Werewolf, Werewolf Pack Leader, or Wolfchen
model.

Options: The unit’s training level may be
increased to Veteran.
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Russian SS
Regular Infantry (Squad)
Composition: 2 Russian SS
Equipment: PPSh-41, Grenades

Recruited from the absolute worst dregs of
humanity, the men who fight in the Kaminski
Brigade have been drawn from Soviet POWs,
Russian criminals, Red Army defectors and even
the inmates of insane asylums. Always selected
with an eye towards finding men with ‘the wolf
inside’, the result has been an unprecedented
concentration of murderers, lunatics, sociopaths
and even worse scum. Not all of these men
become werewolves, but once inducted into the
Kaminski Brigade, whatever is left of their
humanity quickly vanishes in the unremitting
parade of atrocities in which the unit excels on
whatever front it happens to find itself.

M – 3 RC – 4+ CC – 3 A – 3 S – 2 DR – 4 W – 1

Special Rules: Every Man Counts
Loot and Pillage – More interested in

looting valuables, murdering the wounded and
terrorizing civilians than they are in actually
fighting the enemy, it is difficult to maintain the
discipline of these men on the battlefield. Units
with the command ability must spend 2 AP to
increase the Drive of a Russian SS squad by one.

Options: The squad’s Training Level can be
increased to Veteran.

Russian SS Heavy Weapon Team
Regular Support (Squad)
Composition: 2 Russian SS
Equipment: PPSh-41, Heavy Weapon

Some of the more stable men who are inducted
into the Kaminski Brigade are trusted with heavy
weapons scavenged from the battlefield or stolen
from supply depots. The duty is an onerous one
as soldiers weighted down with a heavy weapon
are less able to pillage than their unencumbered
comrades. Sometimes they take out the resulting
frustration by firing on German soldiers when
they think no one is watching.

M – 3 RC – 4+ CC – 3 A – 3 S – 2 DR – 4 W – 1

Special Rules: Every Man Counts
Loot and Pillage – More interested in

looting valuables, murdering the wounded and
terrorizing civilians than they are in actually
fighting the enemy, it is difficult to maintain the

discipline of these men on the battlefield. Units
with the command ability must spend 2 AP to
increase the Drive of a Russian SS squad by one.

Options: The squad’s Training Level can be
increased to Veteran. The squad may select one
of the following heavy weapons: 50-PM 40
Mortar, DP-28 Light Machine Gun, MG42, or
Panzerschreck.

Russian SS Scharführer
Regular Infantry (Individual)
Composition: 1 Russian SS NCO
Equipment: StG45, Pistol, Grenades

The more intelligent and dependable of the
criminals and madmen inducted into the
Kaminski Brigade will often find themselves
with the thankless duty of being given authority
over their comrades. They can be trusted to take
their duties seriously – all of them have seen
Kaminski and the other werewolf officers in
action and they know what they can expect if
they fail.

M – 3 RC – 3+ CC – 3 A – 3 S – 2 DR – 6 W – 2

Special Rules: Command
Every Man Counts

Options: The individual’s Training Level can be
increased to Veteran. The individual may be
designated as a Hero.
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SS Conscripts

Only the worst dregs of society are thrown in
service as conscripts in the Kaminski Brigade.
Untouchables even among the usual undesirable
classes of the Reich, these ragged men take
pleasure in playing clean-up after the wolves of
the Brigade have been loosed. They remain
reluctant to volunteer or follow orders too
willingly. The werewolves and officers of the
Brigade may know their own but they have no
qualms about attacking a conscript that strays too
close in battle.

SS Conscript Squad
Green Infantry Squad
Composition: 3 SS Conscripts
Equipment: StG45

M – 3 RC – 5+ CC – 2 A – 3 S – 2 Dr –4 W – 1

Special Rules:
Reluctant: Units with the command ability must
spend 2 AP to increase the drive of a Conscript
squad by one (1) point.

Options: The squad’s training level can be
increased to Regular.

SS Heavy Weapon Conscript Squad
Green Support Squad
Composition: 3 SS Conscripts
Equipment: StG45

M – 3 RC – 5+ CC – 2 A – 3 S – 2 Dr –4 W – 1

Special Rules:
Reluctant: Units with the command ability must
spend 2 AP to increase the drive of a Conscript
squad by one (1) point.

Limited Equipment: The loader of the squad
carries an StG44.

Options: The squad’s training level can be
increased to Regular. The squad may select one
of the following heavy weapons: Flammenwerfer
35, MG42, Panzerschreck or Grantenwerfer 36
Mortar.

The Black Forest in Germany
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New Special Order: Berserkers

While not everyone has enough of the wolf
inside them to make the change into a terrible
werewolf, all of mankind has an inner bestial
nature. The Kreighexen of the SS brew foul
unguents and oils for the Reich’s superior
soldiers to cover themselves in before battle. The
men who used the special ointments will lose
their humanity in an orgy of bloodlust when the
stress of the fight takes hold. As the men charge,
they become wolf-like hunters, tearing over
anything in their path to reach the enemy. Once
per game, a model with command may declare a
berserk charge that game turn. All units with the
infantry or support troop type gain +2 M on
charge actions and may charge targets even if
they do not have line of sight to the target during
their activation on the turn the berserk charge is
declared. Available to SS Command, SS
Occult and SS Infantry detachments.

New Special Order: Wolf’s Bane Torches

The Ministry of Arcane Armaments and the
Allied Chaplaincy have created simple tokens to
aid troops who may encounter supernatural
horrors in battle. Troops fighting in theatres
where occult weapons are being used are issued
small, grenade sized, torches made from
sanctified branches from the ash tree, sprigs of
purple sage, wolf’s bane, leaves from the
albrutus plant and wrapped in cord that has been
cured in holy water. When the torches are lit, the
light and smoke from them is painful to
supernatural creatures. Werewolves in particular
cannot stand the scent of the burning torches. All
units with the infantry, support or occultist troop
types are issued the torches before battle. For 1
AP, a unit may light their torches. The torches
remain lit for a single activation. A unit with a lit
torch cannot be charged by any model with the
supernatural being or occultist troop type. All
werewolf, wolfchen and werewolf pack leaders
suffer temporary -1 DR and -1 S penalties if they
are within 6 inches of a unit with a lit torch.
Penalties from being within 6 inches of a lit
torch are cumulative. Available to all Allied
detachments except the NKVD.

Kaminski Brigade Tactics

The units available to the Kaminski Brigade have
several weaknesses. Many of the best units are
vulnerable to holy weapons and fire.
Detachments made of all werewolves will not

have access to high drive officers. In fact, the
Werewolf Pack leader will lower the drive of any
friendly unit within 6 inches! But the units in the
sub-faction also have powerful abilities. The
wolfchen and werewolves easily outclass most
other close combat units in the game. The
werewolf pack leader is a beast and has the
option to charge into combat or support the
werewolves with ranged attacks. The Russian SS
and Scharfuhrer are valuable members of the
Brigade too. The trick to using the units in the
list is to find the right balance between mundane
units and werewolves so that the detachment can
still accomplish scenario objectives besides
attrition. Below are a few tips to remember when
using the Kaminski Brigade.

Terrain: All of the units in this list will do
poorly without cover. Make sure you use the
terrain to your advantage. Make sure people
agree on terrain features before the game begins!
The werewolves and werewolf pack leader both
have surefooted and will need to move through
cover to survive long enough to reach close
combat.

Unnatural Presence: Remember that models
with the supernatural being troop type are not
affected by Unnatural Presence. Also, a model
subject to multiple Unnatural Presence effects
only suffers a single (-1) temporary drive
penalty. The drive penalty from Unnatural
Presence does not stack.

Sly Hunters: Werewolves are bloodthirsty
beasts…but they’re not stupid. They will die if
you set them up to charge into close combat
without support. They will soak up a lot of
bullets before they die if you use hidden deploy
to get them close to the enemy for an early
charge. But they will die eventually. Use
machine guns, grenades and even vehicles to
soften a squad of enemy models before the heavy
hitters charge in. Mortars work well with the
werewolves but it can be tricky to get a non-
werewolf spotter unit in position. Try to use the
high rate of fire from the PPsH-41’s available to
the Kaminski Brigade units to lay down
suppressing fire to protect your valuable units
from the enemy. Don’t be afraid to wait to leave
cover after using hidden deploy to set-up deep
within the enemy’s side of the board. Time your
charges when the moment is right and your
enemy will be driven from the battlefield by the
terrible howls of your force.
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First, kill the weak: Wolf packs don’t go after
the strongest animals first. Instead they chase a
herd and wait for one animal to fall behind. In
AE-WWII, the same strategy applies. The drive
penalty from eliminating a unit of OORD
Skinwalkers is the same as the drive penalty for
removing a unit of GI’s from the game. But it is
much more difficult to remove the unit of
Skinwalkers from the game. Use your Werewolf
Pack Leader and other werewolf units to remove
easy targets first before going after models that
are harder to kill in close combat. This will make
the drive penalties from Unnatural Presence
much more damaging to the enemy and may
cause them to rout.

Mob Rule: The Kaminski Brigade offers a
unique chance to play an effective horde of SS
units. You might be tempted to only use the
Veteran and Command detachments with your
werewolves to gain access to multiple hero
selections and elite troops. But don’t forget how
good Recon and Infantry detachments can be.
Between the Wolfchen and the SS Conscripts
you can field a lot of models and overwhelm any
opponent.

). These resin pieces fit
easily onto the slots for the current US Airborne,
Werhmacht and NKVD models and go well with
models from other companies too. Make sure to
post your pictures of converted Kaminski
Brigades on the Darkson Designs forum.

Converting the Kaminski Brigade

The core of the Kaminski Brigade are the
werewolves. The Darkson Designs werewolf
model in the Cipher Studios webstore is a good
place to start collecting the Kaminski Brigade.
There are currently no models available for the
Wolfchen or the Werewolf Pack Leader, but
depending on the popularity of this sub-faction
we will consider making some. Until then, there
are many different werewolf models available
from other companies that you can use in a
werewolf detachment. There are also some great
conversion pieces available to make the Russian
and German models that Darkson Designs makes
into Werewolves and Wolfchen. The favorite
option among the Darkson Crew are the
Werewolf heads sold by MaxMini
(www.MaxMini.eu/store/

A Werewolf from the SS faces off against a Navajo Skinwalker
of the OORD...
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Dynamix Energy Concern Secret Research
Dossier

Requested Top Level Grant Funding: Project
BANE

From: Dr. Kinar Drumm (deceased), professor of
xenobiology and genetic engineering, (former)
D.E.C. Endowed Chair of Chortish studies at Bin
Rathi University.

To: D.E.C. Executive Committee

Our methods of power generation have
revolutionized raw materials processing in the
known universe. Our position as a key supplier
of energy related equipment is vital to the
continued growth and success of D.E.C.
Likewise, the ability to maintain and control all
aspects involving our equipment is also vital. We
seek to prevent any other organization from
being able to service our equipment and
potentially to steal our intellectual property.
Unfortunately, Union regulations make it
difficult for D.E.C. to succeed in areas where
there is an already established position by a
company that is also represented in the Union. In
this fashion, we have been forced into accepting
bids for robotic mechanical service contracts
from the Graffias Materials Corporation (GMC)
at less than acceptable costs to D.E.C. Further, it
is no secret that Arges Arms is actively seeking
to steal our latest flat dimensional terahertz wave
generators to power their weapons platforms
more efficiently. We cannot allow this to
continue!

I propose that we leap past the threats that plague
our great corporation while maintaining the letter
of the law in the Union treaties. We will no
longer attempt to create better mechanical means
for servicing our equipment. The Union
negotiators have already described our activities
in those areas as a declaration of economic
warfare against GMC. We will instead create
living organisms that will be 10 times more
efficient than GMC robots! Included with this
transmission are the genetic instructions for a
prototype model that I plan to begin testing
immediately after receiving your approval. As
per the standards of the Union, no genetic data
from any sentient life forms were manipulated to

create this prototype. The data was harvested
from a variety of lower life forms, including
Chortian chthonic rats, Argean ledr worms and
Edasii starfish. This provided a template for a
hardy creature, capable of reaching maturity at
an accelerated pace and rapidly recovering from
injuries.

The limits on experimentation with sentient
DNA have been neatly avoided by the use of a
network of smaller nerve clusters and ganglia
positioned throughout the creature’s body. Each
individual nerve cluster possesses no more
intellect than a common insect. But a network of
thousands of such clusters, interconnected with
highly efficient pathways, creates an adaptive
neural system capable of learning advanced
techniques for repairing D.E.C. devices. These
Biologic Artificial Network Entities (BANE)
will be programmed to work in teams to
accomplish amazing things for D.E.C. As a
matter of course, all of these creatures will be
sexually limited so that they cannot reproduce.
We will avoid the potential for spies and Union
experimental subject review by keeping this in-
house. None of us want a repeat of the last
debacle with the less scrupulous members of the
BioGen Combine. Send any comments about the
proposed program via company courier.

2 months after testing approval: The results are
incredible! These creatures are small, roughly 17
to 25 cm in height, but they are capable of lifting
tools that weigh many times their own weight.
Each of their six limbs ends in strong claw-like
structures that easily manipulate tooling. Their
thick skin is resistant to pain and extremes of
temperature, but there are key node clusters we
have engineered on their appendages that are
sensitive enough to read the text on the screen of
a techslate through the differences in thermal
gradient on the screen. Although they have no
discernable sensory organs for receiving optical
data they are capable of detecting motion
through vibrations in adjacent structures. Even
more amazing is a direct side-effect of their
neural network. Not only does it provide faster
response times compared to a GMC welding
robot but it allows separate BANE to
automatically coordinate activities. Once a single
BANE learns something, each BANE in close
proximity also has access to that same
knowledge. We are still working on perfecting
the reproductive controls. As of now the BANE
are capable of laying eggs but each egg that we
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have observed is not fertilized. I will keep the
committee posted on our progress in this area.

4 months after testing approval: We have
stabilized the genetic protocol for creating a
BANE. The attached images show what the final
design will look like. We have managed to
prevent up to 75% of each hive unit from being
able to lay eggs. It appears that it is impossible to
eliminate this basic function from our created life
form. An interesting side-effect of limiting the
egg production to a narrow sector of the hive
members is that those BANE which are capable
of laying eggs are much larger than the other
BANE. These “Mothers”, as we call them in the
lab, are very strong and can be as large as 1 m in
height. However, there is still no way for the
BANE to fertilize their eggs, so they exist only
as long as we need them and their populations
cannot grow larger than needed to perform their
duties. We have created the perfect disposable
work force. I recommend your approval of
funding for the pilot-scale hive production
ASAP.

4 months 1 week after testing approval: I am
sending this to inform you that my earlier
statements may have been premature. We have
discovered that one of the graduate students
involved in culturing the BANE was a GMC spy.
Progress on pilot-scale hive production will
begin as soon as we can be sure to what extent
the spy may have tampered with the program.

4 months 1 week 1 day after testing approval:
We may need to go back to an earlier version of
the BANE creature. The GMC spy has hidden a
complex randomizing function in the
transcription and translation process for creating
BANE DNA. It may be necessary to scrap the
entire project and begin new. <end of record>

[See following vid
 capture of damaged
techslate attached to
this report for last
evidence from Dr.
Drumm’s research
team.]

Note to Committee from D.E.C. Damage Control

Team: Dr. Kinar Drumm was not found during

the excavation of the lab.

The explosives used to destroy his facility likely
vaporized him and the remaining BANE
creatures. We did find some by-products of the
thermite bombs near the exterior air ducts. It is
our opinion that the heating and ventilation
system for the sterile lab environment carried
them to the surface after the explosion. As per
your previous instructions, we have alerted the
Union Guard to the terrible designs of Arges
Arms in seeking to manufacture biological
entities to sabotage the GMC equipment we rely
on to keep our products running in the field.
Case closed.

Further note to committee: The Union Guard

have received reports of strange creatures

swarming on an old transportation vessel. The

vessel was in the vicinity of Dr. Drumm’s lab

during the explosions. We will send a

representative to the Union Peace Corps stating

that we have evidence of Arges Arms continued

attempts to ignore galactic law. We will also

send a recovery team to the junked vessel to

investigate. <end of record.>
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4 months 1 week 2days
 after testingapproval:

  BANE  read  last 
  zhtsg  ambush in
lab  BANE organized 
escape  we
came  jsksh..neutralize
hive  jhsyt  IMPORTANT
!...large
BANE    Father    hidden
  eggs. We only
saw  dead. All of
us  shock. Lab in
quarantine.

Send help!!!
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New Alien Race: BANE (aka “Scrabs”)

The remains of Project: BANE are now found
throughout the known galaxy. BANE, or
“Scrabs” as they are more commonly known,
tend to be inadvertently spread through the
shipping lanes as their small eggs are carried
with other legitimate cargo. They are hardy
creatures that can regenerate their body parts.
BANE can exist in a variety of environments and
are comfortable in temperatures ranging from -
100°C to +100°C. BANE have a wide range of
color and appearance and will typically match
their physical appearance to their environment
over several generations of hatchlings. They are
covered in a thick mat of fur-like quills which
can be flung at a target if the BANE is
threatened. BANE exhibit bioluminescence
under ultraviolet light so it is possible to quickly
scan cargo that is suspected of coming from a
ship with a BANE hive.

If enough BANE are present, they begin to
organize and form a hive. One of the BANE will
begin to eat more and grow into a “Mother.” One
BANE from the hive colony will also be elected
by the group to become a “Father.” BANE
Fathers are very fast and aggressive. BANE
hives will do anything to protect their Mothers.
BANE hives are known to collect tools and
weapons that have been left unattended. It is not
unheard of for a group of BANE to use a weapon
against a perceived threat to the hive. There are
records of BANE hives constructing devious
mechanical traps to protect the colony on board a
ship.

If a hive exists for an extended period of time
they will begin to collect scrap materials and
produce strange devices or even robots. The
purpose of a device seems to be defensive. It is
important to note that the older members of a
hive colony are typically the ones who are seen
using the devices. Perhaps the construction of the
devices gives the older, weaker BANE a means
of participating in defense of the colony. It is
possible to communicate with BANE but they do
not cooperate with other species very often. The
best way to remove a BANE hive from a ship is
to use weapons that produce a blast or area of
effect. The blasts from grenades and other
explosives will destroy a BANE faster than it can
recover from the damage. Of course, the best
idea is to run cleanliness protocols prior to
picking up any cargo from a ship you suspect of
having a BANE colony so that the little Scrabs
never set foot in your cargo bay!

System of Origin: Chort

Primary Allegiance: None.

Attribute Modifiers: None, see below.

Traits: All BANE units have the following
abilities.

Racial Exclusion: Unless a rule states otherwise,
BANE units may only be hired in crews that
consist of only BANE units. A Berserk BANE
unit will not charge another BANE unit.

Small Stature: BANEs are small creatures, the
largest of which come up to the waist of most
other races. As such, they are difficult to spot or
hold on to. Any model targeting a BANE in
ranged combat suffers a +1 penalty to the attack
roll. In addition, a BANE gains a +2 bonus to
any close combat attacks it makes to withdraw
from close combat.

Consume Mass Quantities: A BANE unit regains
1 point of Drive (+1 Dr) for each wound it
causes in close combat. This cannot raise the
Drive attribute above its starting value.

Berserk

Enhanced Senses: BANE do not need line of
sight to a target to charge that target. BANE do
not have to move in a straight line when
charging or sprinting.

Feral Technicians: BANE are fascinated by
technology in all of its forms. If a BANE is in
base contact with an Unliving, Robot or vehicle
model that is removed from the game they must
roll lower than their current Drive attribute or
they will spend their next activation rummaging
for parts and scrap.

Hardy: BANE are able to withstand harsh
environmental conditions far better than other
races. All BANE are considered to be equipped
with an environmental suit, making them
resistant to environmental conditions; this does
not count as a piece of gear for purposes of gear
restrictions.

Weakness (AOE): All BANE touching, or under,
an AOE from a ranged attack are affected by the
AOE. Weapons with an AOE have a +3 S bonus
when used on a BANE unit. BANE have -1 A
when resisting damage from an AOE.
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Using BANE in AE: Bounty

Players can use BANE in one of two ways in
AE: Bounty.

First, players can use a new Dirty Trick in
spaceship scenarios: BANE Swarm. Second,
players can build an all BANE crew. A BANE
Crew must use the Horde template below. Do
not select other races for the Crew. Do not select
other faction types. A BANE cannot be a Bounty
Hunter, Mercenary or Pirate. All units and
individuals in the Crew will be BANE. A non-
BANE crew can also hire a Scrab Hunter to keep
their ship clean. The Scrab Hunter is an expert in
trapping and killing the vicious organisms and
pests that clog up a ship’s cargo hold. The old
hunter can be useful in a fight too.

New Unit Type: Scrab Hunter

Experience Level: Regular
Composition: 1 Dirty Old Man
M RC CC A S W Dr
3 3 3 3 2 2 4
Equipment: 1 LRF Slugthrower, 1 Slugthrower
Pistol, 1 Melee Weapon, 1 Gear Option.

Special Abilities:
Common: Any crew, from any faction, may hire
a Scrab Hunter if they have an available slot.

Bug Bomb: For 1 AP the Scrab Hunter can set
off small grenades that emit a noxious gas. No
living model may declare a charge against the
Scrab Hunter until the Scrab Hunter’s next
activation.

Hatred (BANE): The Scrab Hunter hates all of
the pests that plague ships with a passion. He has
+1 S in all close combat attacks against hated foe
and may charge hated foe at +1M.

Boomer Rounds: The Scrab Hunter carries
special explosive ammunition to help deal with
pest infestations. A Scrab Hunter can choose use
the explosive ammunition at the beginning of his
activation. A slug thrower with Boomer Rounds
gains -2 inch range and Poor Construction. The
slug thrower gains the AOE ½ inch attribute.

Pass the ammunition: For 1 AP the Scrab
Hunter can give any model or unit in base to
base contact Boomer Rounds. The Boomer
Rounds can only be used in slug throwers.

Options: May be upgraded to Veteran.

New Weapon Trait - Poor Construction: Roll
1D6 each time the weapon is used. On a roll of 1
the weapon does not function. The AP used for
the weapon is not spent and another weapon may
be used, if allowable.

New Dirty Trick - BANE Swarm. The
opposing crew has kicked over an access panel
during the fight and upset a hidden swarm of
BANE that were eating the ships control system.
Anytime after the first game turn, place two
Green Medium BANE Swarms anywhere on the
board and then scatter each base separately 1D6
inches in a random direction to determine the
Swarm’s initial location. Each Swarm has zero
(0) Drive and is Berserk. The BANE swarms
may activate normally the first game turn on the
board. After the first game turn they are in play,
any player may control a BANE Swarm by
sacrificing the activation of one of their units. A
BANE Swarm may still only activate once per
game turn. This Dirty Trick may only be used in
Ship based scenarios.

New Crew Faction: BANE Colony

See the BANE Unit list for crew options. A
BANE Colony must use the Horde crew
template. BANE cannot select from the Hero
choices in the Bounty Core Rulebook.

For every one (1) Small BANE Swarm in a crew
a single (1) large BANE swarm may be selected.
A single (1) selection of a BANE Mutant
Swarm, a BANE Father, a BANE Mother or a
BANE Junker Swarm may be taken for each
small, medium or large BANE swarm.

Faction Objective (1000 credits): BANE crews
are obsessed with technology. They are always
seen rummaging through trash piles for shiny
objects and scraps.

For every model with technological weapons or
gear removed as a casualty, a BANE crew
receives a bounty. Natural gear such as claws,
teeth, wings, and skills do not count. This bounty
is determined by the model’s Experience Level.
Green models are worth 50 credits each, Regular
models are worth 100 credits each, Veteran
models earn 150 credits and Elite models are
worth 200 credits. If a model with two or more
pieces of gear is removed as a casualty, the
BANE player gains an additional bounty of 100
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credits. If an unliving model or robot model is
removed as a casualty the BANE player gains an
additional bounty of 200 credits.

New Crew Template: Horde!

Hordes represent feral beings from a lost corner
of the Union. They are strange tribes of a single
race that are not capable of communicating with
civilized beings.

1 Veteran, 2 Regular, 3 Green, 2 dirty tricks. No
hero options allowed. Select one alien race for
the Horde. All models in the Horde must be that
race.

Players have the option of removing one unit
selection to exchange it for any one of the
following: another unit of a lower Experience
Level, an additional Dirty Trick, or to upgrade an
existing unit’s EL by one (Green to Regular,
etc).

BANE Units

BANE are most commonly encountered as
swarms of 5-20 creatures. They are peaceful
unless they perceive some threat to the hive.
BANE will occasionally disassemble large
pieces of machinery for scrap materials in
building devices for the hive. BANE are
omnivorous. The first sign of a hive infestation is
often the sudden disappearance of all trash
aboard a ship. Another common sign is the
presence of BANE hatchlings, little worm-like
creatures that are often discovered in a ship’s
wiring during routine maintenance.

BANE Hatchling Swarm (Individual)
Experience Level: Green
Composition: 1 BANE Swarm (30 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
5 - 2 2 2 2 5

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Drive this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit due to Wounds remain.

Mature: If this unit is in base to base contact with
an enemy model that suffers one or more hits
(not wounds!) in close combat it may spend 1
AP and 1 Dr during its activation to become a
Small BANE Swarm. Replace this unit with a
Small BANE Swarm. Any wounds or drive

penalties that were on the Hatchling swarm are
applied to the Small BANE Swarms. The BANE
player can place another hatchling unit anywhere
within 6 inches of the new Small BANE Swarm.

Small BANE Swarm (Individual)
Experience Level: Green
Composition: 1 BANE Swarm (30 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 5 3 2 3 2 4

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit due to Wounds remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
2+1D6, ROF 3:1.

Mature: If this unit is in base to base contact with
an enemy model that suffers one or more hits
(not wounds!) in close combat it may spend 1
AP and 1 Dr during its activation to become a
Medium BANE Swarm. Replace this unit with a
Medium BANE Swarm. Any wounds or drive
penalties that were on the Small BANE Swarm
are applied to the Medium BANE Swarm. The
BANE player can place another hatchling unit
anywhere within 6 inches of the new Medium
BANE Swarm.

Options: This unit’s experience level may be
increased to Regular.

Medium BANE Swarm (Individual)
Experience Level: Green
Composition: 1 BANE Swarm (40 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 5 4 3 4 2 3

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit due to Wounds remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
3+1D6, ROF 4:1.

Mature: If this unit is in base to base contact with
an enemy model that suffers one or more hits
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(not wounds!) in close combat it may spend 1
AP and 1 Dr during its activation to become a
Large BANE Swarm. Replace this unit with a
Large BANE Swarm. Any wounds or drive
penalties that were on the Medium BANE
Swarm are applied to the Large BANE Swarm.
The BANE player can place another hatchling
unit anywhere within 6 inches of the new Large
BANE Swarm.

Options: This unit’s experience level may be
increased to Regular.

Large BANE Swarm (Individual)
Experience Level: Green
Composition: 1 BANE Swarm (50 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 4 5 3 5 3 2

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit due to Wounds remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
4+1D6, ROF 4:1.

Options: This unit’s experience level may be
increased to Regular.

BANE Mutants

The genetic structure of a BANE colony is
unique. Any mutations that could threaten the
success of the hive in a colony are selectively
concentrated in a few BANE. The method for
doing this is most likely the same form of
communication that the creatures rely on to
coordinate activities, but in this case they are
passing bits of genetic data in similar manner to
bacterial plasmids instead of instructions
between each other. If a colony becomes large
enough the number of mutations in the select
members of the hive is also large. These BANE
reveal surprising abilities in combat as the
mutants shift and change when defending the
colony.

Experience Level: Regular
Composition: 1 BANE Swarm (40 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 5 3 3 4 2 4

Special Abilities:

Forced Mutation: For 1 AP and 1 Dr the Mutant
swarm may select one of the following abilities
this activation. The chosen ability lasts only for
one activation and the same ability cannot be
selected in two consecutive activations.

· Invisibility. The BANE swarm may not
be directly targeted by ranged weapons.
Indirect weapons may still deviate onto
the BANE swarm.

· Wings. The BANE swarm gains Flight.
· Brutes. The BANE swarm gains + 2 CC

and + 1 S.
· Fire Breathers. The BANE swarm gains

a weapon with the following
characteristics: Range: 6 in, S 4+1D6,
ROF 3:1, No cover, terrifying, 1 inch
AOE.

· Boomers. The BANE swarm may spend
1 AP to detonate as if they were a
weapon with the following
characteristics:
Range -, S 3+2D6, ROF-, 3 inch AOE.
The AOE from this weapon is capable
of rupturing the ship, destroying a door
or internal bulkhead. Remove the BANE
swarm from the game after they
detonate.

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit from Wounds remain.

Options: This unit’s experience level may be
increased to Veteran.
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BANE Scout

Large male BANE that hatch in a colony with an
established Father leave the colony upon
reaching maturity. These BANE tend to be
scouts for new regions that the hive can spread to
if their current location can no longer support
them. The lack of social interaction with their
own kind makes the scout BANE intensely
curious about other creatures. A scout BANE
will collect weapons and scraps of material
wherever they go. They are sometimes seen as
highly intelligent pets by those they encounter.
Often the pirate who befriends a single BANE
scout does not realize that other BANE are likely
to follow.

Experience Level: Green
Composition: 1 BANE Scout (30 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
3 5 2 2 3 2 3

1 Gear option.

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit from a wound remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
2+1D6, ROF 1:1.

Mature: If this unit is in base contact with a
model that suffers a wound it may spend 1 AP
and 1 Dr during its activation to become a Large
BANE Scout. The BANE Scout then gains +2
CC and +1 S.

Pet: The BANE Scout may only be included in
crews that do not consist of all BANE. The
BANE Scout forms a unit with one individual or
squad in the crew. If the individual or squad
leaves the game for any reason, the BANE Scout
is also removed from the game. Any faction may
use a BANE Scout.

Salvage Expert: The presence of a BANE Scout
on a crew is highly beneficial to salvage and
repair operations. As long as the BANE Scout is
in the game, it gives a crew a +1 bonus on all
rolls to find objects, or loot and +1 on all repair
rolls to any structure or equipment. This bonus is
cumulative with any other bonuses.

Options: The BANE Scout may increase their
experience level to Regular.

BANE Father

The presence of a BANE Father usually means
that the colony feels threatened. BANE Fathers
are notoriously aggressive and will defend the
hive’s territory from any perceived threats.
BANE Fathers are usually twice the size of a
typical BANE (averaging 35 cm in height) and
both of its uppermost appendages will have
claws that are much larger than the other claws.
These claws make excellent weapons in close
combat and are capable of rending metal with
ease. Any available equipment that the colony
has secured will typically be worn by the BANE
Father in a parody of “Hermit Crabs” from the
Human Sol System.

Experience Level: Veteran
Composition: 1 BANE Father (30 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 5 4 3 3 2 4

1 Gear option. Only 1 BANE Father is allowed
in a BANE Crew.

Special Abilities:

Armor Piercing Claws: Focused attacks made by
a BANE Father gain the armor piercing trait.

All BANE with line of sight to the BANE Father
gain +1 CC and + 1 Drive.

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit from a wound remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
3+1D6, ROF 2:1.

Options: The BANE Father’s experience level
may be increased to Elite.
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BANE Mother

A BANE Mother is the largest and rarest
member of the colony. They are typically 90 –
110 cm in height. The presence of a BANE
Mother in a conflict means that the colony is on
the move to a new location. If the BANE Mother
is attacked all of the BANE in the colony will
become enraged. The best course of action for
dealing with a BANE Mother is to trick them
into the open and then activate an airlock nearby.
This will remove her and a majority of the
BANE colony from a ship at the same time.

Experience Level: Veteran
Composition: 1 BANE Mother (40 mm base)
M RC CC A S W Dr
4 5 2 4 4 2 4

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit from a wound remain.

Quill Spray: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this unit may
make a ranged attack with the following
characteristics: Range - 6 inches, Strength
3+1D6, ROF 2:1.

Mating Ritual: All BANE Fathers within line of
sight of the BANE Mother gain + 1 S.

Body Guards: Select up to two BANE swarms at
the beginning of the scenario. These BANE
swarms gain +1 S in close combat and +1 CC for
the remainder of the game. If the BANE Mother
is removed from the game the Bodyguard
swarms gain a permanent +2 Drive bonus.

The Queen is Dead!: All BANE gain a
permanent + 1 CC and +1 Drive bonus if the
BANE Mother is removed from the game.

Summon Hatchlings: For 1 AP and 1 Dr the
BANE Mother may summon 1 BANE Hatchling
Swarm to anywhere within 6 inches of the
BANE Mother’s base.

Options: The BANE Mother’s experience level
may be increased to Elite.

BANE Junkers
Over time a BANE colony will collect a variety
of broken equipment, spare parts and scraps. The
older members of a BANE hive will use these
items to create wild looking machines. If the
colony is threatened, these BANE will
accompany the swarms into battle riding their
strange contraptions.

Experience Level: Regular
Composition: 1 Device piloted by BANE (40
mm base)

The attribute profile for a BANE Junker is
randomly determined at the beginning of a
scenario.

M RC CC A S W Dr
3+D6 5 2+D6 3+D6 1+D6 3 4

Special Abilities:

Forced Regeneration: For 1 AP and 1 Dr this
unit may regenerate 1 wound. Any Drive
penalties on this unit from a wound remain.

Breakdown: At the beginning of a BANE
Junker’s activation pay 1 AP and 1 Dr or suffer
the effect of Breakdown. A BANE Junker
suffering Breakdown rolls 1D6 and on a roll of 1
the BANE Junker has suffered a malfunction and
will not be able to move during this activation.

Random Burst: Range 8 inches, Strength 2D6,
ROF 1:2. Poor Construction.

Reset: The BANE Junker may spend 1 AP and 1
Dr to re-roll the random attribute profile
determined at the beginning of the scenario.

Salvage Expert: The presence of a BANE Junker
on a crew is highly beneficial to salvage and
repair operations. As long as the BANE Junker is
in the game, it gives a crew a +1 bonus on all
rolls to find objects, or loot and +1 on all repair
rolls to any structure or equipment. This bonus is
cumulative with any other bonuses.

Options: The BANE Junker’s experience level
may be increased to Veteran.
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Scale comparison: Average Human male, Average BANE,
BANE Father, BANE Mother

Average BANE Specimen
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BANE Mutants, exhibiting
winged mutations.

BANE Scout

BANE MotherBANE Egg
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BANE Father:
Aggressive and
dangerous,
BANE Fathers
should be
avoided. It is
best to present
them with a
false threat, and
then blow both
the decoy and
the BANE Father
into space.

BANE Junkers:

BANE are
curious and
technically
capable
creatures.
Colonies often
have one or
more ‘things’
that have been
crafted from
scraps to protect
the hive.



This just in from Pittsburgh, PA – Area man
returns home to find his family doesn’t
recognize him.

Call it the case of the atomic Rip van Winkle.
Local nuclear engineer returns home after years
away to find he is unknown in his own house.
“I’m stunned,” said the wife of the man who had
been thought dead. “I thought it was a ghost
moving around in the house at night. Who knew
he had actually come home?!” The children are
taking it well. “We don’t know who he is but he
seems nice,” says a precocious 6 year old girl.
“Yeah,” said her little brother, “And he glows so
he’s a great night light!” The baby could not be
reached for comment.

Congratulations to Chris Cassino for being
awarded the George Westinghouse Service
Award for outstanding technical work in support
of the domestic nuclear industry. Now get some
sleep!

Strange Cult Activity on the Rise in Kansas –
Local News Tracks down a Teacher deeply
involved in debased practices

“I had to do it,” says local man Bob Nolan. “I
love history and I’m a mini game fanatic. Now
how about a game of Helldorado?” Thus did this
mindless cult follower try to entice our camera
crew to play his evil little game. No sense can be
talked into this teacher and guidance counsellor.
He insists that he enjoys helping maintain a web
presence for Darkson Designs and that this is just
something he does with his friends.

A big welcome and thanks to “Helldorado” Bob!
He has been a great help to us and is the reason
any work at all has been done on the website in
the last three months.

Tales of Horror and
Suspense from the
Darkson Staff!
Dateline – Southern California

Local authorities were shocked to find that a
talented, hard working woman has received
multiple job offers in the last month. “We were
very suspicious,” said widowed neighbor Floozie
Harris. “Yes, indeed,” replied Jonas Pile, the
caretaker at the nearby cemetery. “It’s not
natural for her to be that good. I suspect she’s a
witch!”

Congratulations to Crystal Kingery! Best wishes
as you start out in a new career.

Breaking news from Chicago – Hobbyists
assaulted by hairy man at local expo

People attending the iHobby Expo in Chicago
were horrified to see a wild, unshaven man
selling product so close to the Games Workshop
booth. “It was awful,” said Stanley Hubber. “He
had this crazy look in his eye when he showed
me how bad my paints were. I bought everything
I could.” No casualties were reported but gaming
enthusiasts in the area have reported that their
figurines look much better with the new paints.

Welcome back Rob! Congratulations on a great
job at the Expo.

It came from Arizona! Horror author swears
off writing about Vampires and Werewolves.

Writer C.W. Werner was not available for
comment during daylight hours, but he sent us
this email using an archaic server and eldritch
font type: “There is nothing more to write about
vampires and other classic monsters. My latest is
a series of books espousing the benefits of an all
fungus diet. Fungus harvested under the new
moon when Pluto is ascendant has wondrous
properties; it speaks to your palette. Have you
ever listened to fungus speak? With a few simple
surgical enhancements I’m sure you could be
made to understand its wisdom.”

Fortunately, Clint has much more in store for us
when we get to the European theatre. Until then,
you can read his new novel about the Red Duke
soon to be published by Black Library.

Bob Nolan, aka “Varagon”


